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THE B-SIDE

spouses and childrenâ€”as proof of affectionate endurance. The portraits that I take on commission and the portraits I take for myself have come to look the same. 
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THE B-SIDE 1



THE B-SIDE: ELSA DORFMAN’S PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY SHORT SYNOPSIS Portrait photographer Elsa Dorfman found her medium in 1980: the larger-than-life Polaroid Land 20x24 camera. For the next thirty-five years she captured the “surfaces” of those who visited her Cambridge, Massachusetts studio: families, Beat poets, rock stars, and Harvard notables. As pictures begin to fade and her retirement looms, Dorfman gives Errol Morris an inside tour of her backyard archive.



LONG SYNOPSIS In The B-Side: Elsa Dorfman’s Portrait Photography, Errol Morris explores the life of a gifted analog photographer facing a digital present. Dorfman, with whimsical charm and wit, gives her longtime friend a tour of her backyard garage-turned-archive. Dorfman pulls out portraits one by one and holds them up for Morris—for the first time in recent years without his trademark Interrotron. The result is a surreal show-and-tell, as Dorfman shares the stories behind her photographs and her spontaneous musings on life. “I think one thing about having all the pictures,” she says, “is you sort of search for the narrative. But there probably is no narrative. It’s just what happened. It doesn’t go by a script.” The B-Side begins with Dorfman’s personal narrative of her struggle to find an identity as a young woman coming of age in the 1960s. When a colleague presented her with a Hasselblad camera on a whim, Dorfman quickly declared, “I’m a photographer!” Armed with her new camera, she began to photograph her friends at the Grolier Book Shop in Harvard Square—including such writers and luminaries as Allen Ginsberg, Robert Creeley, Robert Lowell, and Charles Olson. But it wasn’t until 1980 that Dorfman found her ultimate medium: a rare large-format camera devised by the Polaroid Corporation. The instant photographs it produced were enormous—20 inches wide and 24 inches tall—with saturated colors and unparalleled detail. Dorfman was bewitched by the scale and clarity of this magical camera. The B-Side traces Dorfman’s love affair with the 20x24, while also presenting the wide range of formats Dorfman’s portraits and self-portraits haven taken over the years—from early 2-¼” negatives to prints produced by Polaroid’s even larger-format 40x80 instant camera. Dorfman’s approach to portraits—large or small—is simple. She doesn’t want to plumb the depths of her subject’s souls or “to take more than they’re willing to give.” Instead, she and her camera celebrate the people who step into her studio—their surface appearances, personalities, idiosyncrasies, and everyday triumphs. “Life,” Dorfman says, “is hard enough. You don’t need to walk around with a picture



THE B-SIDE 2 of it.” Dorfman ultimately reveals a neglected section of her archive in The B-Side. She always took at least two 20x24s per portrait session, but her clients only purchased one. The remaining portrait was “the B-side.” Like the flipside of 45s, Dorfman’s B-sides are hidden treasures when revisited. Now, she reflects, her Bsides look “perfectly wonderful.”



The B-Side is a loving portrait of a unique artist too often overlooked in considerations of 20th century photography. It revels in the intimate beauty of Dorfman’s portraits and in her singular appreciation for the ordinary aspects of human life. As photographs begin to fade and Dorfman’s retirement looms, Morris’s film reminds us of a bygone era of analog photography and the extraordinary life of one of its champions.



THE B-SIDE 3 EXCERPTS FROM “HERE WE ARE, HERE WE ARE” (1991) by Elsa Dorfman The camera is a very large rectangular box, with lens and black cloth bellows at the front. Using Polacolor Polaroid film, it makes brilliantly colored photographs that are twenty inches by twenty four inches in seventy-five seconds. Built into the back, the motorized Polaroid processor has rollers that squeeze and spread chemicals onto positive and negative paper. There are two doors: one where the bellows are attached to insert pods of chemicals and rolls of positive and negative, and another at the back covering the viewing glass that the photographer looks through. It weighs 200 pounds and is perched on a dolly so it can be cranked up and down and rolled around. The processing system works like the old "peel apart" Polaroids of the fifties and sixties—after seventy-five seconds,the positive image is ready to be peeled apart from the negative. Happily, the image doesn't have to be coated. This camera runs like a dream when I am relaxed and jams when I am anxious. When I am overtired or upset, its motor comes to a grinding halt. The 20x24 was designed by Edwin H. Land, the inventor and founder of Polaroid. Only five were built— hand made in Dr. Land's personal workshop. The first one was unveiled at a Polaroid stockholders meeting in April 1976. In my view, the camera represents a special time in corporate American history when the founder of a public company could build a product with few commercial applications simply because he wanted to. ⧫



⧫



⧫



From the very beginning of his company, Dr. Land had given photographers Polaroid cameras and film and had collected their work. He had close relationships with Ansel Adams, Paul Caponigro, Philippe Halsmann and Marie Cosindas and believed that his company would benefit from his commitment to artists. Eventually, his support was formalized into the Polaroid Artists Support Program which encouraged selected photographers to use Polaroid materials in exchange for prints for the Polaroid Collection. Having seen work made on the 20x24, I was dying to use the camera. Bob Roden at Polaroid agreed to subsidize a session on February 7, 1980 when Allen Ginsberg and Peter Orlovsky came to Boston to read their poetry and were staying with me. I was supposed to make a temperate ten or twelve images. We did several nudes while Bob, Roger Gregoire and Peter Bass, who ran the camera that day, shook their heads and wondered what was going to happen next. I had always worked with small format cameras and didn't realize large cameras should be treated thoughtfully as the ponderous instruments they are. I snapped away as if I were using 35mm film. No wonder they were aghast. By the time I called it quits I had made 30 images. The amaryllis we had brought to the studio went from tight shut to full bloom under the studio lights. I was hooked. I wanted to photograph my husband Harvey Silverglate and our son Isaac and my other friends on the 20x24. How could I get more time on the camera? Subsidy by Polaroid was out of the question because the Artist Support Program was besieged with requests. Renting the camera was costly. I thought about taking commissioned portraits on the 20x24 to cover the substantial rental cost but dismissed the idea as too scary. How would I find people to hire me? How could I take good portraits of people I didn't know? I had been a photographer for eighteen years, photographing people I knew. Finally, encouraged by Harvey who kept on asking "what's the worst that could happen?" I decided to go for it. In 1981, after Harvey and I had renovated our house and Isaac was in kindergarten, I began renting the



THE B-SIDE 4 camera one day a month. The camera was at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts and for the daily fee, I got film, the camera, the studio and the help of John Reuter, now the Director of Polaroid's New York Studio [today, the Executive Director of 20x24 Studio LLC]. The Museum School was nervous about young children and pets of any kind were absolutely forbidden. A huge obstacle was that the building was closed on Saturdays and Sundays. At the start of each monthly session, I had to set up the lights and the backdrop paper from scratch. When people called, I'd have to say, "I'm only shooting on Thursday the 24th from nine to five. No animals." It didn't take long for me to see that I needed a camera in my own studio. In the winter of 1987 I heard that one of the four other cameras was coming back from Japan. I lobbied Eelco Wolf, Barbara Hitchcock, John McCann and Bob Chapman at the Artists Support Program and the Large Format Department of Polaroid to lease it to me. One cold morning Harvey and I met Eelco outside 955 Mass Ave, a handsome eight-story office building about roughly equidistant from MIT, Harvard and the Polaroid Corporate Headquarters, to show him where I wanted to rent a studio that befitted the camera. Eelco considered the building, considered the location and considered the typed "business plan" I presented to him. He said he was willing to give me a chance. I took out a bank loan from the Cambridge Trust Co. where I had had an account since l96l, and bought lights. Thus I became the only photographer to have a Polaroid 20x24 in her studio. Eric Harrington and Alan Hess helped me set up my studio. Peter Bass taught me how to run the camera by myself. I went through two cases of film, almost eighty exposures, and made every mistake possible before I got a feel for the rhythm of the rollers and the timing of the motor. I began to understand that the colored "fringe" at the top of the image was made by the pod splitting open, that the black bar at the top and bottom of the image was from the rollers, that the chemicals at the bottom of the image were affected by how I peeled apart the image. I learned little tricks of peeling apart and little tricks of timing. I got used to thinking of vertical images (the camera can't work on the horizontal because of the rollers). I learned to use filters to regulate the color of the film. I made notes on the floor of my studio so that I would know the right lens setting for different distances from my subjects. Finally, on May 27th, 1987, I was in business. ⧫



⧫



⧫



When my clients come off the elevator and I greet them in the hallway of my basement studio, I am reminded of a quote I found by Andre Breton: "Seeing you for the first time, I recognized you without the slightest hesitation." Instinctively, I find something familiar about the people I photograph, something recognizable, something that makes me like them. And they too on some level find something familiar about me that helps them relax and be comfortable with themselves and allow themselves to "be" in front of my camera and myself. There has to be some trace of the familiar for both me and my subject. My studio is secluded. When I work on Saturdays and Sundays, the feeling of the space is cozy and womblike. I have covered the corridor walls with portraits to give clients a sense of the playfulness and the congeniality of my work. They are buoyed by seeing how other people's sessions turned out and they get a few last-minute hints. They always look for people they may know—and most of the time they find someone. Even if they don't know anyone, everyone looks familiar (partly because all the portraits are framed in grey-sided UV plexiglass boxes designed by Van Wood and partly because they are all "signed" with the people's first names in my own scrawl in India ink). Even though there is no



THE B-SIDE 5 suggestion of place and everyone is standing on the same white paper, it is easy to place these people and to imagine the places they inhabit. I do everything I can to make my subjects comfortable. By now I have certain rituals. I open up the camera and show them the rolls of negative and receiving paper. I show them the carpenters' tape measure that indicates how far out the black cloth bellows are. I show them the bicycle chain that holds the pod tray. I explain how the pods of chemicals drop between the rollers when I hit a button. I have the client ceremoniously pull down the white seamless background paper with me. I lay down a line of white tape on which the client will stand. (It's a comfortable space, about eight feet wide by two feet deep, warmed by the modelling lights, and about four feet from me and my camera.) I test the lights, holding my light meter in front of me as if I were saying a prayer. I operate the camera myself so we are alone. I try to have all my antennae working and to be like a sponge, absorbing their anxieties. Of course, to them I look like I don't have a care in the world. I look like an affectionate aunt caught in her kitchen looking for her favorite knife and brandishing her favorite dish towel. I pad around in stocking feet and always wear the same kitchen apron with two pockets for my focuser. I kneel on a green spongy garden pad when I guide the film out of the camera. I peel it on a work table loaded with tools and covered with chemical stains. But my authority over my work is total. I want my people to look like they just stepped off the sidewalk into my studio, like they just dropped in. Familiar clothes, favorite clothes provide the gesture AND the characteristic habit. We know who we are and how we feel in familiar clothes. The clothes on the hanger look like us even when we're not in them. The portrait begins in their closet. ⧫



⧫



⧫



Making portraits on commission is very different from inviting people to pose for me. I have not selected clients because they have great character, great humor, great faces, great posture, great clothes. The most critical act for a portrait photographer is the selection of the subject. Diane Arbus, Richard Avedon, Robert Mapplethorpe, had an unerring eye for the right subject for them. When clients call me to take their portrait, I am completely dependent on how much of themselves they are willing or able to bring forth (and more to the point, how much is there. In a good portrait, somebody has to be home.) My favorite subjects are people who accept themselves. They can stand in front of my huge camera and let themselves be, unchanged, just as they are, in a natural state. The Japanese have a word for this pose of total naturalness and total attention—sonomama. ...I never convince people that they should commission me. I almost talk them out of it. One thing that people are hesitant about is that I take only two exposures. (Curiously, the portraits don't get better, the more exposures are made.) I explain that if a person blinks, I absorb the cost and that if there is a technical flaw, like an incorrect exposure or a blip on the film, I absorb that cost too. Lots of people can't stand the fact that I take only two exposures. Understandably, it makes them very nervous. I am left with people who are willing to go for it. People who whether they realize it or not have made a commitment to our portrait session. Because my subject and I see one exposure before we make the next exposure, the work is collaborative. There are people who find it very hard to collaborate. They don't catch on and can't relinquish their power. I used to exhaust myself trying to cajole such people. But now I relax and make a portrait of their stubbornness. Many of my portraits are about affection. People pose with people they love or they pose to make a portrait for people they love...When people come back to me every two years or four years, as several



THE B-SIDE 6 have, my portraits are about growing up, growing older, life changes. Many portraits incorporate an earlier portrait of my subject. Bernard Baumann posed on his eighty-fifth birthday with a blow up of a snapshot when he was an officer in the Polish army in 1927...I often say to people who have their portraits done on their tenth, thirteenth, sixteenth, or twenty-first birthdays, "This portrait is a message to yourself at forty. Look to the person you want to become." ⧫



⧫



⧫



I have a frank eye. It is open, makes contact, and doesn't THREATEN. I am interested in the surface appearance of the person. I don't try to strip off their so-called veneer. In fact, it is the veneer that attracts and charms me. I am perfectly comfortable with the idea that no portrait can ever be more than a version of the sitter. I don't worry that my clients may have had a fight in the parking lot three minutes before they came off the elevator smiling at me. As a photographer I am not interested in pointing my camera at the pathos of other people's lives. I don't try to reveal or to probe. I certainly don't try to capture souls. (If any soul is revealed, it's mine.) I am moved by the affection and the caring that people have for each other. On rare occasions I am upset by the anger and selfishness I am privy to during sessions. More often I am overwhelmed at how hard people are on themselves. They can't forgive themselves for losing their hair or gaining weight or having eyes that are too small, too big, too widely spaced, too narrowly spaced. They won't smile because there is a gap between their teeth. They are upset because their hair won't lie flat (an obsession I attribute to the hairstyle of TV anchor people). In those circumstances I try to comfort my sitter into a moment of acceptance and pray that my portrait will show them that they are more than their offending teeth, hair. etc. Within families there is a web of relationships—but I don't want to convey uneasiness or distress in the portraits. Instead, I want to create with my subject the evidence that they are surviving and prevailing. I see my family portraits—and especially the megafamily portraits of several siblings and spouses and children—as proof of affectionate endurance. The portraits that I take on commission and the portraits I take for myself have come to look the same and feel the same to me. My portraits of Allen Ginsberg [continued] since that first session in 1980. My first self-portrait was during that session, too. I make self portraits on my birthday and every now and then when I have only one shot left in the case of film. (I think it is good for me to experience what my subjects are going through—and it is wild to see how I have changed.) For me the key word is "apparently." All I hope my photographs say is this person lives and this person was here.



THE B-SIDE 7 ELSA’S ALTERNATE TITLES FOR THE FILM the b side. sometimes the best! the b side. OFTEN the best. B side. OFTEN the best. what abt #bsides by Elsa? #bsides FROM elsa? #bsides w/ her camera:Elsa. b-sides are better over time? b sides are better? trust yr b sides go w/ the b side embrace yr b sides celebrate yr b side here are Elsas b sides Life on the b side who sd b side doesnt count? b sides LAST hang on to the b side b side. thats what lasts 235 shots.. all b side through and through B side surprises b side. inside. outside.farside. LUNCH. b sides and the camera. elsa's b sides b side surprises elsa's b side surprises. this is the b side turn over. the b side the b side. turn over the b side isnt only 78s. The B side LOOK. the b side ENDURES the b side: found it.
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ELSA DORFMAN’S PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY NOTE: If reproducing these photographs please include the credit © ELSA DORFMAN
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THE B-SIDE: ELSA DORFMAN’S PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS: ERROL MORRIS (Director) Morris’ films have won many awards, including an Oscar for The Fog of War, the Grand Jury Prize at the Sundance Film Festival for A Brief History of Time, the Silver Bear at the Berlin International Film Festival for Standard Operating Procedure, and the Edgar from the Mystery Writers of America for The Thin Blue Line. His films have been honored by the National Society of Film Critics and the National Board of Review. Morris’ work is in the permanent collection of the Museum of Modern Art. Roger Ebert, a champion of Morris’ work, called his first film, Gates of Heaven (1978), one of the ten best films of all time. Morris is the author of two New York Times best sellers, Believing is Seeing and A Wilderness of Error, and is a regular contributor to The New York Times opinion pages and Op-Docs series. Morris has directed over 1000 television commercials, including campaigns for Apple, Levi’s, Nike, Target, Citibank, and Miller High Life. He has directed short films for the 2002 and 2007 Academy Awards, ESPN, and many charitable and political organizations. In 2001, Morris won an Emmy for "Photobooth,” a commercial for PBS. Morris has received fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, a Guggenheim Fellowship, and a MacArthur Fellowship. In 2007, he was inducted into the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and was a graduate student at Princeton University and the University of California-Berkeley. He has received the Columbia Journalism Award and honorary degrees from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Brandeis University, and Middlebury College. Morris lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts with his wife, Julia Sheehan, an art historian, and their French Bulldog, Ivan. ____________________________



THE B-SIDE 14 Filmography: The Unknown Known (2013) Tabloid (2010) Standard Operating Procedure (2008) The Fog of War: Eleven Lessons from the Life of Robert S. McNamara (2003) Mr. Death: The Rise and Fall of Fred A. Leuchter, Jr. (1999) Fast, Cheap & Out of Control (1997) A Brief History of Time (1992) The Thin Blue Line (1988) Vernon, Florida (1981) Gates of Heaven (1978) Books: The Ashtray (forthcoming) A Wilderness of Error: The Trials of Jeffrey MacDonald (2012) Believing is Seeing: Observations on the Mysteries of Photography (2011) Standard Operating Procedure (with Philip Gourevitch, 2008) Television: First Person (2000-2002)



THE B-SIDE 15 STEVEN HATHAWAY (Producer & Editor) is a longtime collaborator with Errol Morris. In 2013, he edited The Unknown Known, which premiered at the Telluride and Venice Film Festivals. In 2008, he edited Standard Operating Procedure, the first documentary to play in competition at the Berlin Film Festival, where it won the Silver Bear. In 2003, he was an associate editor of the Academy Award-winning documentary The Fog of War. In 2015, Steven edited five short films for the ESPN documentary series “It’s Not Crazy, It’s Sports.” He has also produced and edited several short films for the New York Times Op-Doc series—most recently, Demon in the Freezer. He lives in Concord, Massachusetts with his wife and small dog.



ROBERT FERNANDEZ (Executive Producer) is CEO/Co-Owner of Moxie Pictures, a production company with offices in New York, Los Angeles, and London. In 2005 and 2006, Moxie Pictures was ranked in the Top Ten of Global Production Companies at the Cannes Film Festival. He is a recipient of the Palm D’Or (Cannes Film Festival) for Top Global Production Company (1998 & 2001) as well as every major advertising award, including 6 Emmy’s. In 1997, Robert produced his first feature film, Above Freezing with writer and director Frank Todaro. He was also the Executive Producer of The Life, a weekly television series on ESPN as well as programming for Bravo, IFC, AMC, MTV and ABC. He was the Co-Producer of Errol Morris’ 2004 Academy Award winning documentary, The Fog of War, as well as Executive Producer of Errol Morris’ Standard Operating Procedure, which won the Silver Bear at the Berlin Film Festival. He is a producer on the documentary Some Kind of Monster, directed by Joe Berlinger and Bruce Sinofsky. He was also the producer of the opening films to the 74th and 79th Annual Academy Awards. In 2010, he was Executive Producer on a third film with Errol Morris, Tabloid, which was released by IFC Films. This production was the first feature film produced by Moxie Pictures. In 2011, Moxie Pictures feature film slate continued to expand. Robert is Executive Producer on Run to the East and Producer on “University of Sing Sing”, which was released by HBO in 2014. Both feature length documentaries have been official selections to a combined 40 film festivals earning Best Documentary in 12. He is Executive Producer on Moxie’s first foray into narrative feature film with Austenland, an official selection of the 2013 Sundance Film Festival and acquired by SONY Pictures. Robert is also the Executive Producer of Moxie’s first developed and produced Television Series, Ice Cold Gold, which had a 3 season run on Animal Planet. He is also Executive Producer on Moxie’s second developed and produced TV Series Arranged, which just finished a very successful debut season on FYI. The show has been picked up for 2 additional seasons. Robert produced his 4th feature documentary with Errol Morris titled The Unknown Known, released by Radius/The Weinstein Company. He is also the producer of Moxie’s next narrative feature, The Mend, which was an official selection of the 2014 SXSW Film Festival. In 2015, Robert produced Errol Morris’ successful ESPN short film series, “It’s Not Crazy, It’s Sports” which premiered in primetime on ESPN. He



THE B-SIDE 16 is the producer of Tomas Leach’s next feature documentary, The Lure and the next feature documentary of Dan Sickles and Antonio Campos, Dina. Robert is the current immediate past Chairman of the Association of Independent Commercial Producers (AICP), after serving three terms as Chairman. Robert has been a member of the AICP National Labor Committee since 2000 and is on the Board of Trustees for the Directors Guild Training Program (ADTPNY) and the Producers Health Benefits Plan (PHBP). In 2008, Robert was selected a chairperson of the 17th AICP Show at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, which is one of the most prestigious advertising award shows in the world. Robert resides in Washington Crossing, Pennsylvania with his wife, Lisa, and his sons, Timothy and Matthew.



JESSE WANN (Co-Producer) is a producer in various mediums. He has worked with Errol Morris on several film and television projects including the It’s Not Crazy it’s Sports series for ESPN Films (producer), and Three Films About Peace for The New York Times Op-Docs (associate producer). Other credits include the MTV documentary series How’s Your News?, and a short film series for The New York Times, which he also co-wrote. In advertising Jesse has produced Emmy-nominated and Cannes Lion-winning commercials with such directors as Spike Lee, Robert Rodriguez, Brett Morgen, the Malloy Brothers, and Errol Morris. And in music and art he produced Fischerspooner, a pop music act and performance art project with live shows at such venues as Pompidou Centre, Paris; Royal Festival Hall, London; Miami Art Basel; Deitch Projects, New York; and the Coachella Festival. As a writer, Jesse’s been published by The New Yorker, The New York Times, the New York Theater Review, been featured on The New Yorker Radio Hour, and had a half-dozen short plays produced in New York. He lives with his wife in Brooklyn, NY.



NATHAN ALLEN SWINGLE (Director of Photography) is a director of photography and a member of the International Cinematographer’s Guild. He has worked on numerous commercials for such companies as Nike, Levi's, and New Balance, in addition to several Daytime Emmy nominated spots for PBS. He received a BFA in cinematography from New York’s City’s School of Visual Arts. This is Swingle’s first feature film collaboration with Errol Morris. He lives with his family in New Hampshire.



PAUL LEONARD-MORGAN (Composer) (LIMITLESS, DREDD, BATTLEFIELD™ HARDLINE) is a BAFTA award winning, Emmy and Ivor Novello nominated composer and producer. His unique cinematic style (fusing orchestra with electronica) has put him in high demand, both as a producer for bands and as a



THE B-SIDE 17 soundtrack composer. Leonard-Morgan won a BAFTA award for his first film score, PINEAPPLE, and earned both BAFTA and Ivor Novello nominations for his first television drama in the UK, FALLEN. This led to him scoring 6 series of the hit BBC/Kudos drama SPOOKS (MI5 in the USA). His groundbreaking score for LIMITLESS, a paranoia-fuelled action thriller starring Bradley Cooper and Robert De Niro, directed by Neil Burger (The Illusionist), was nominated for the prestigious World Soundtrack Discovery Award in Ghent, after topping the box office in both the US and UK. Leonard-Morgan revisited LIMITLESS as the composer for the CBS TV series based on the film, helmed by Marc Webb (Spiderman, 500 Days of Summer), which has just earned him his first Emmy nomination. Leonard-Morgan’s film work also includes DREDD, which would also top the UK box office in its first week of release. Variety magazine noted “the throbbing sounds of Paul Leonard-Morgan’s bass-heavy original score”. The groundbreaking soundtrack is widely recognized as launching a new generation of hybrid scores. Other scores include 2013’s thriller THE NUMBERS STATION and LEGENDARY, the latter of which opened in over 12000 screens worldwide. On the animation front, his work included three MINIONS films, released alongside Universal Studio’s all-time highest grossing film DESPICABLE ME 2, and Fox/Evergreen’s $80 million WALKING WITH DINOSAURS 3D. Leonard-Morgan’s first ever video game soundtrack (EA Games’ flagship $180 million title BATTLEFIELD HARDLINE) was released in 2015, earning top video game sales status in the UK for the first quarter of last year. Studying at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama, Leonard-Morgan quickly developed a reputation as a producer and arranger on the thriving Glasgow music scene, working with bands such as Belle and Sebastian, Snow Patrol, Mogwai and Texas. He has become long-term collaborator of Scottish songstress Isobel Campbell, working extensively on each of her albums, including the Mercury nominated “Ballad Of The Broken Seas” with Mark Lanegan. This led to Paul working with famed producer Phil Ramone on Sharleen Spiteri’s Gold Disc “Melody”. After working with Mogwai on numerous previous projects (including an art installation with Turner prize-winning artist Douglas Gordon), Leonard-Morgan collaborated with them again on their 7th studio album “Hardcore Will Never Die, But You Will”. He also worked with producer Mark “Spike” Stent on No Doubt’s highly acclaimed comeback album “Push and Shove”. Leonard-Morgan completed a commission from the National Theatre to score new adaptations of James I (which premiered at the Edinburgh International Festival, before taking residence for a sold-out run at The Olivier Theatre in London) and James II (composed alongside the music of Scottish electro duo Boards of Canada). Leonard-Morgan was selected by The US Olympic Committee to compose the official US Olympic Team Anthem (previously scored by legendary film composer John Williams), used extensively across the US to accompany coverage of the Olympic Games and on NBC's US Olympic Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony. He also worked with Disney to compose the soundtrack for their ride, Test Track, at Disneyworld, Florida.



THE B-SIDE 18 JEREMY LANDMAN (Graphics) is an independent design professional specializing in graphics and title design for film and television. He has worked with Errol Morris on numerous projects including commercials, short films, a television series and documentary features. Jeremy won a Cinema Eye Honors award for Outstanding Achievement in Graphic Design and Animation for Morris's Tabloid (2010). And he received a Cinema Eye Honors nomination in the same category for The Unknown Known (2013). He has created graphics for many of Morris' short films including the IBM centennial film They Were There and several New York Times Op-Docs including El Wingador, The Umbrella Man and Demon in the Freezer. Other notable film projects are the titles for Gus Van Sant’s feature Promised Land (2012) and Lance Acord's short Ed Ruscha, Woody, and the World's Hottest Pepper (2012) for LACMA. His television work includes opening credits for the FX series Justified and Starz' Boss which received a Type Directors Club Title Design award. Jeremy has taught Motion Graphics at California Institute of the Arts and has been a guest critic at Parsons School of Design. Jeremy lives with his family in New York City.



EUGENIA MAGANN HAYNES (Art Director) is a regular collaborator with Errol Morris. She is an art director with USA 829, most notably providing art direction for The Unknown Known (2013). Eugenia has worked on numerous other productions, including as the production designer for the Emmy-nominated Frontline series My Brother’s Bomber (2015). Eugenia serves on the faculty at Boston University where she teaches production design. Formally trained as an architect, she previously worked for many years as an architectural designer. This background in architecture and visual aesthetics is the foundation of her design practice. Eugenia is a LEED Accredited Professional and brings sustainable practices to every project she works on. She lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts with her husband and two small children.



MOLLY ROKOSZ (Associate Producer) is a regular collaborator with Errol Morris. She has worked as an archival researcher and assistant editor on Errol Morris’ New York Times Op-Docs Demon in the Freezer (2016) and “Three Short Films about Peace” series (2014), as well as his short film series “It’s Not Crazy, It’s Sports” (2015) for ESPN. She lives in Somerville, Massachusetts.
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corresponding to subimages at left. Object is inserted into quadtree without a label at time t. Query extracts object at time t+1 and assigns label. Raia Hadsell1,2.
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The voice of the Lord 

Give into the Lord the glory and the strength. Give into the Lord the glory due his name. Worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness. Bless his name. Bless his ...
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is the engine of the modelâ€� .... firms in the oil and energy sector, the wild swings in world-wide energy prices make too poor a proxy of total factor productivity.
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and so we put them in our unconscious with the help of muscles. ... they allow themselves to move freely or where they don't allow themselves to move.
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Aug 1, 1994 - If you don't fully understand the concept of angle of attack, you are at least a possible candidate for ... They lack the one key that with one click ...
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Located at 5mn from Paris. Porte de la chapelle,. Exit RER B, Stade de france then Bus 153, la. Montjoie Bus Stop. 144 avenue du Pdt. Wilson la plaine St. Denis.
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THE LURE OF THE EAST 

THE LURE OF THE EAST. Thursday 23 August 6pm, Salon. PRESENTED BY. Melbourne Recital Centre. ARTISTS. Geoffrey Saba piano. PROGRAM.
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the woman in the fifth 

But you also have to juggle that with the constraints of everyday life.â€� This aspect of the story resonated deeply with. Pawlikowski as well, who says, â€œThe conflict ...
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